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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Puerto Rico is your passport

to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await

you. Dance till you drop in San Juan, ramble through El Yunque tropical rainforest and kick back on

the pristine sands of Playa Flamenco; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of

Puerto Rico and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's Puerto Rico Travel Guide:  Color

maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal

needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding

crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers,

websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going

out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more

rewarding travel experience - landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, sports, literature, cinema, visual arts,

dance, etiquette, history, surfing, outdoor activities. Over 30 color maps Covers San Juan, El

Yunque & East Coast, Culebra & Vieques, Ponce & the South Coast, West Coast, North Coast,

Central Mountains and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Puerto Rico, our most

comprehensive guide to Puerto Rico, is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less

traveled.  Looking for more coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's Caribbean Islands guide for a

comprehensive look at what the whole region has to offer. Authors: Written and researched by

Lonely Planet, Ryan Ver Berkmoes and Luke Waterson. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely

Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination,

an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveler community.

Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths to

understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
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This is at least my 15th trip using the Lonely Planet Guide Book. They never have let me down, and

the Puerto Rico guide was no exception. Great local, off the beaten path, and touristy (if that's your

thing) recommendations. Wonderful day & week trips recommended complete with pictures and

maps. I'll never travel anywhere again without it!

Provided too much information about the unimportant and too little information about the important. I

liked the Dummies books as they kept it simple and did not overwhelm you with useless information.

But that is me.

I love Lonely Planet. All the restaurants, cafes, beaches, and tips were identical to what the locals

recommended. Our native friends were surprised with how much we knew and had done in puerto

rico. P.s. Go to Culebra for day!!! And stay in Ecolodge El Yunque rainforest one night. This book

may seem expensive but get it so worth it

Great book. Easy to read and follow the instructions. Used it just last week for a trip along Hwy 181

through the rain forest region beyond El Junque (based on the books recommendation on page

111). They said it was rough going and were right. And, well worth it.

If you are planning a trip to Puerto Rico, this is the guide for you. We used it while there and we

found this to be a great tool. Highly recommended it. I believe the newer version is coming up in Oct

2017.

I ordered this book for my upcoming trip to Puerto Rico. Lonely Planet has been good to me with

other travel guides and this looks to be another good one. Covers the basics well, sticks to tried and

true places, not just the tourist money traps. Even the hotels are unique and not all mainstream.

This books is well written and organized in an easy to use format. We have a vacation home in



Puerto Rico and this is a great resource for us and our guests to use. This book was recommended

to me and I am so glad I trusted the person's judgment.
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